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Knowledge Repositories

A catalog of entities that contains entity type information, 
and (optionally) descriptions or properties of entities, in a 
semi-structured or structured format.
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Knowledge Graphs (Knowledge Bases)

A structured knowledge repository that contains a set of 
facts (assertions) about entities.
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Linked Open Data (LOD) Cloud

Image from https://lod-cloud.net/ (2017)

https://lod-cloud.net/
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Linked Open Data (LOD) Cloud
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Entity
An object or concept that can be uniquely identified
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Semantic search 

“Semantic search encompasses a variety of 
methods and approaches aimed at aiding users in 
their information access and consumption activities, 
by understanding their context and intent”.

“Entity-oriented search”, Krisztian Balog
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Agenda

§ Entity retrieval
§ Entity linking
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Entity Retrieval

§ Given a query and an entity catalog, ad hoc entity retrieval 
is the task of returning a ranked list of entities with respect 
to each entity’s relevance to the query.

§ How can it be done?

1. Constructing entity representations
2. Applying a retrieval model
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Constructing Entity Representation

§ From unstructured document corpora

- Documents are annotated with entities
- Use documents as a proxy to connect terms and entities

Profile-based methods
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Image credit: Krisztian Balog
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Constructing Entity Representation

§ From unstructured document corpora
§ From semi structured documents

- Documents that represent entities are rarely just flat text
- Make use of document field in the retrieval model 
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Constructing Entity Representation

§ From unstructured document corpora
§ From semi structured documents
§ From structured documents

- Entity information is stored using RDF (<subj, pred, obj>)

Image from “Entity-oriented search”, Krisztian Balog
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Constructing Entity Representation

§ From unstructured document corpora
§ From semi structured documents
§ From structured documents

- Entity information is stored using RDF (<subj, pred, obj>)
- Consider each predicate as a field?    => too many fields
- Predicate folding: group predicates together into a small set 

of predefined categories 
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Entity Retrieval

§ Given a query and an entity catalog, ad hoc entity retrieval 
is the task of returning a ranked list of entities with respect 
to each entity’s relevance to the query.

§ How it can be done?

1. Constructing entity representations
2. Applying a retrieval model
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Language Model

Query likelihood model
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P. Ogilvie and J. Callan. Combining document representations for known-item search. SIGIR ’03.
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BM25
Derived based on Binary Independence Model (BIM): 

|e|: entity length
avel: average entity length
k, b: free parameters
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BM25F 

Fielded BM25
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Agenda

§ Entity retrieval
§ Entity linking
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Entity Linking

England national football team1966 FIFA World Cup Argentina national football team

British expatriates brought football to Argentina in the 19th 
century. 
The rivalry between the England and Argentina national 
football teams, however, is generally traced back to the 
1966 FIFA World Cup.
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Entity Linking
§ Linking free text to entities

§ Used in:
- Document and entity retrieval
- Query understanding
- Automatic document enrichment; go-read-here
- Knowledge graph population
- Topic based recommendation
- …
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Entity Linking (Common) Framework

Mention detection Entity selection disambiguationtext
annotated 

textParsing Entity Rankingtext Disambiguation annotated text

 mention-entity 
pairs ranked entities

Parsing Entity Rankingtext Disambiguation annotated text

 mention-entity 
pairs ranked entities

identifying all linkable 
phrases

Generating a set of 
candidate entities for 
each mention

selecting a single 
entity/none for each 
mention
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Mention Detection

§ Detecting all “linkable phrases” (mentions) of the text

§ Recall oriented

- Do not miss any mention that should be linked

§ Find entity name variants

- E.g. “jlo” is name variant of [Jennifer Lopez]
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Building a Dictionary
§ Wikipedia page titles

§ Redirect and disambiguation pages

§ Anchor text
- Wikipedia hyperlinks
- Annotated corpus (e.g., FACC, CrossWiki)
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Filtering Mentions

§ Surface form dictionaries are rich and large

§ Some mentions are unlikely to be linked any entity
- ‘the’ -> [The The]  
- ‘b’ -> [B (I Am Kloot album)]
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Link Probability

Probability of a word being linked to an entity

number of times mention m
appears as a link

number of times mention m
appears in the text (linked or not)
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Exercise: CMNS Entity Linker
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Entity Linking (Common) Framework

Mention detection Entity selection disambiguationtext
annotated 

textParsing Entity Rankingtext Disambiguation annotated text

 mention-entity 
pairs ranked entities

Parsing Entity Rankingtext Disambiguation annotated text

 mention-entity 
pairs ranked entities

identifying all linkable 
phrases

Generating a set of 
candidate entities for 
each mention

selecting a single 
entity/none for each 
mention
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Entity Selection
§ Narrowing down the space of disambiguation possibilities, 

by (normally) ranking the entities for each mention

§ Various types of features are used:
- Popularity based features
- Textual similarities
- Entity relatedness in the knowledge graph
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Commonness

§ Probability of a word referring to the entity

number of times entity e is 
the link target of mention m

total number of times
mention m appears as link
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Textual Similarity

§ Compare the surrounding context of a mention with the 
textual representation of the entity

§ Context can be text sounding a mention or the whole 
document

§ Similarity function
- Cosine similarity 
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Exercise – Part 2
§ Question: Compute the commonness for all mention-entity 

pairs, where mention is “1992 elections”.
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Exercise – Part 2
§ Question: Compute the commonness for all mention-entity 

pairs, where mention is “1992 elections”.
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Entity Linking (Common) Framework

Mention detection Entity selection disambiguationtext
annotated 

textParsing Entity Rankingtext Disambiguation annotated text

 mention-entity 
pairs ranked entities

Parsing Entity Rankingtext Disambiguation annotated text

 mention-entity 
pairs ranked entities

identifying all linkable 
phrases

Generating a set of 
candidate entities for 
each mention

selecting a single 
entity/none for each 
mention
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Disambiguation

§ Select single entity or none for each mention

§ Disambiguation strategies
- Individually: one-mention-at-a-time

- Rank candidates for each mention, take the top ranked one (or NIL)

- Collectively: all mentions in the document jointly 
- E.g., using graph based approaches
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Individual Disambiguation Models
§ Local models

- Rely only on local contexts of mentions 
- Completely ignore interdependencies between the linking 

decisions in the document 

§ Global models
- Beside using local context takes into account entity coherency
- True global optimization would be NP-hard
- In the simplest form, a sum over all pairwise entity  scores is 

considered
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Exercise – Part 3

Question: Considering !" = 0.01, what is the output of the 
CMNS approach? 
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Exercise – Part 3

Question: Considering !" = 0.01, what is the output of the 
CMNS approach? 
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